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At Bolton Gate Company, anything is possible.

For almost 100 years we’ve been manufacturing, installing and supplying  

industrial doors, shutters and gates across the globe often for specifications  

others have found impossible. We have earned a reputation for professionalism,  

quality and reliability. 

From supplying everyday fire shutters to creating bespoke solutions for  

demanding specifications, we are consistently developing our approach in quality, 

safety and design to be at the forefront of the industry. An acknowledged  

willingness to be flexible and innovative means our Clients are supplied with 

solutions that meet the very latest standards and market requirements.

Our expansive product portfolio comprises Fire, Acoustic, Thermal, Security,  

Marine and Lift solutions and is one of the largest and most diverse ranges 

available, meaning we are often the preferred partner for construction  

specialists requiring a complete package solution. 

We are proud to introduce our Planned Preventative Maintenance service,  

which will be carried out by our in-house, time-served expert teams.

In Hong Kong our Superior Folding Doors are regularly used in  
ambulance and fire stations to satisfy requirements for a typhoon 
resistant door system.

OUR SUPERIOR FOLDING DOOR 
IN ACTION



At Bolton Gate Company, anything is possible.

Delivering the safest fire  

compartmentation as part of an  

integrated building fire strategy,  

we are proud to deliver our range  

of ‘Fireroll’ Products that fit the  

highest of specifications, provided  

with CE or UKCA marking when 

necessary and tested to the latest 

EN standards.

FIRE

Our range of acoustic shutters and 

folding doors offer exceptional noise 

reduction properties and are also  

high on performance.  

During testing conducted by Salford 

University Department of Acoustics, 

our twin ‘Sonaroll’ shutter has  

achieved a 39.1dB (2000Hz) rating. 

ACOUSTIC

See more of our fire and acoustic range of products online at  
www.boltongate.co.uk or for non-standard applications contact us at:  
sales@boltongate.co.uk



See more of our thermal and security range of products online at  
www.boltongate.co.uk or for non-standard applications contact us at:  
sales@boltongate.co.uk

Reduce the potential for heat loss  

or heat gain often associated with 

more traditional steel products by 

incorporating our range of rolling  

or folding thermal solutions. 

THERMAL

We deliver on security by offering  

shutters, industrial doors and gates 

of all different sizes and materials to 

suit almost any opening.  

Our standard range supports  

requirements for bespoke solutions 

for larger apertures, reduced  

headroom and Client specified 

cladding. Our diversity is  

demonstrated by the ‘Superfold 

5000 Multi Leaf’ sliding folding  

door which achieves an SR4 or  

SR5 rating including ballistic testing.

SECURITY



The Bolton Gate Company ‘Eurofold’ and heavier duty ‘Superior’ Folding Lift  

Doors are synonymous as being the recognised standard for industrial lift doors.  

Fire rated up to E120 and fully recognising demands of EN81-58, our landing  

doors are the perfect solution for goods lift applications. For low profile and  

compact, with integral strength, our ‘Full Mid Bar Collapsible Gate’ is the perfect 

choice for heavy-duty demands and high usage environments such as  

supermarket or warehouse goods lifts.

See more lift doors online at www.boltongate.co.uk or for non-standard  
applications contact us at: sales@boltongate.co.uk

LIFT

Our collapsible gates are used widely on the London Underground  
due to their heavy duty construction but compact design. Their open 
aspect also allows air flow and high visibility through the opening. 

OUR FULL MID BAR 
COLLAPSIBLE GATE IN ACTION



Projects all around the world rely on Bolton Gate Company’s experience and  

credentials in the maritime field. We supply ‘Marine Roller Shutters’ to suit  

a range of applications. Our Company defining product for this industry, the  

‘Fireroll A0’ has been Type Approved by internationally recognised marine  

bodies including BV, Lloyds, DNV GL, ABS & USCG. We also hold RINA Marine 

Equipment Directive certification – which gives a global approval for the 

‘Fireroll A0’ shutter.

To find out more about our products for marine applications visit 
www.boltongate.co.uk or for non-standard  
applications contact us at: sales@boltongate.co.uk

MARINE



We understand that not all solutions are simple, and that specifiers often need  

a completely bespoke solution. With nearly a century of experience, our team  

of experts have helped Bolton Gate Company acquire the reputation as the  

company to consult when a specialist solution is required.  

No challenge is insurmountable, we’ve designed everything from horizontal fire 

rated shutters for crane hoists in fuel rod stores in the nuclear energy industry,  

to rolling shutters that will withstand extreme cold temperatures of -45°C on  

drilling platforms operating within the Arctic Circle. Ultimately, whatever your 

need, however complex, we will always endeavour to assist.

BESPOKE 

Once you’ve had our specialist doors installed on site, you can rest assured  

knowing that we are able to provide Planned Preventative Maintenance to  

ensure that they remain in full working order. Our time-served specialist  

engineers are entirely familiar with all products supplied and installed by  

Bolton Gate Company. To support this service, we maintain a comprehensive 

technical data file on every door. This allows us to provide an extensive listing  

of spare parts to ensure that all necessary components can be sourced by  

both trade and end-user alike.

MAINTENANCE AND  
SPARE PARTS 

To find out more about our bespoke door, shutter and gate solutions,  
visit www.boltongate.co.uk or contact us at: sales@boltongate.co.uk
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